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INTRODUCTION

Sequoia, Kings Canyon and Yosemite National Parks have historically been

among the most progressive park units in the United States in the use of

prescribed fire. Sequoia was the first Park to allow lightning ignited fires

to burn in certain areas under prescribed conditions and it was also among the

first to begin use of planned ignitions within a National Park. The basic

objectives of these management programs have been reintroduction of a natural

process and reduction of unnatural build -up of fuels and the associated hazard

of catastrophic fire. Ecological and practical justification for these

objectives has been well supported and documented by a large body of

scientific research conducted in the sequoia mixed -conifer type (Kilgore and

Taylor 1979, Harvey et al. 1980). The validity and necessity for managers to

pursue these objectives within the parks was recently re- affirmed by an

independent panel of fire and forest ecologists from across the U.S. that was

convened to review the Sequoia, Kings Canyon and Yosemite fire management

programs (Christensen et. al. 1987).

Although there is general agreement among managers and ecologists that

fire as a process must be reintroduced to sequoia mixed- conifer forests there

remains some uncertainty and disagreement on how, when, and where this can or

should be accomplished. A very basic and essential piece of information that

is needed to answer these and other questions, and to help guide the planning

and implementation of prescribed fire activities, is the long -term historical

record of fire in extant sequoia groves. In long -lived ecosystems, such as

giant sequoia forests, a time perspective encompassing many centuries is

needed in order to judge the relative importance of fire and to understand its

role in the functioning and stability of the ecosystem. By learning the

frequency, patterns of areal extent, and probable intensity of forest fires

over the last one thousand or more years managers will more effectively
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reintroduce fire to its proper role, and thus better insure that the sequoia

type will survive environmental changes that humans have caused.

The purpose of this study was to test the feasibility of reconstructing

high resolution fire histories of millennial length in giant sequoia forests

by dendrochronologically dating tree -rings and fire scars in remnant sequoia

stumps and logs. Further, this work was aimed at developing strategies for

sampling and dating tree -ring materials to obtain reasonably complete records

of fire occurrence with a representative spatial coverage of the largest

sequoia groves, especially those within or near the National Parks.

A set of seven specific questions were initially proposed:

1. Are old giant sequoia stumps [and logs] remaining from past harvesting

operations [or natural mortality] sufficiently preserved and can they be

practically dissected for detailed analysis?

2. Can the tree rings and fire scars on these stumps [and logs] be dated

using dendrochronological techniques (i.e., crossdating)?

3. What is the variability of fire scarring within and between giant sequoia

stumps [and logs], i.e., are more scars visible at lower levels, and do

neighboring trees record the same or different fires?

4. How consistent were sequoias in recording past fires relative to other fire

scarred species, such as pines and firs in the same area?

5. Based on answers to questions 3 and 4, how many sequoia trees within a

small area (e.g. 50 ha) would have to be sampled to obtain a reasonably

complete estimate of fire history for that area?

6. Which sequoia groves, within and adjacent to the three National Parks,

show the most promise for developing fire chronologies?

7. Would a comprehensive giant sequoia fire history, utilizing old stumps

Had logs] and including saaples from the largest and most important stands in
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and adjacent to Sequoia, Kings Canyon and Yosemite National Parks, be

logistically and economically feasible and practical?

Answers to essentially all of these questions have been obtained and will

be reported here. The answer to question number seven is affirmative, and a

detailed proposal for conducting a large scale, three -year study has been

submitted to the National Park Service (Swetnam 1988). The proposal and its

plan for conducting a larger investigation should also be considered a product

of this feasibility study.

In addition to answers to the specific questions listed above, this

report includes a variety of new and special observations of sequoia tree ring

and fire scar characteristics, and a discussion of the general nature of the

fire history obtained so far.

METHODS

In July, 1987 dendrochronologists from the Laboratory of Tree -Ring

Research traveled from Tucson to the Mountain Home State Forest and began

reconnaissance of potential sites and specimens. Over a period of two weeks

the party also traveled extensively through many of the largest giant sequoia

groves in Sequoia, Kings Canyon, and Yosemite National Parks. Areas with

large numbers of sequoia stumps on National Forest lands adjacent to the Parks

(Converse Basin and Neider Grove) were visited. Researchers also visited the

Calaveras Grove at the northern extremity of the sequoia distribution.

Areas with well preserved stumps and logs that could be sampled were

noted. Potential specimens with a larde number of visible and well preserved

fire scars were of special interest because sampling efficiency in fire

history studies requires that the most complete tree -ring and fire scar

records be obtained. Numerous discussions with Park and National Forest
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managers and researchers were conducted to identify areas with priority

information needs. Sampling requirements and limitations were also discussed

in anticipation of future work within the Parks.

Fire Scar Collections

Initial collections were concentrated in Mountain Home State Forest.

This area was sampled because: (1) An abundance of accessible stumps and logs

from timber harvesting beginning in the 1890s were present in the area. (2)

State managers allowed cutting of specimens from stumps and logs and were

extremely helpful in obtaining, storing and transporting these specimens. (3)

E. Huntington (1914) and A. E. Douglass (1919, 1928) conducted tree -ring

research in the Mountain Home grove early in this century. Douglass developed

an exactly dated 3,200 year tree -ring chronology utilizing specimens from this

grove, which proved invaluable in dating the specimens collected for this

study. (4) The Mountain Home grove is one of the larger extant groves. It is

approximately 29 km south of the Atwell Grove within Sequoia National Park,

and it is representative, at least in part, of the sequoia mixed- conifer type.

A total of eight different fire scarred specimens from six sequoia

stumps, one downed sequoia log, and one sugar pine stump were sampled in the

Mountain fiome State Forest. Figure 1 shows the spatial relationship of these

specimens within a small basin near the head of Bear Creek. The elevation of

this site is approximately 2,027 m (6,650 feet). The specimens were clustered

adjacent to an area known as the Enterprise Millsite. This lumber mill was

active in the 1890s and apparently most of the large overstory sequoias in the

immediate vicinity were harvested in 1898. Douglass (1919, 1928) documented

characteristics of this site and results from his analysis of tree -ring

samples taken from the area. Otter (1963) recounts a fairly complete post -

settlement history for the Mountain Home area including logging history and
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some very interesting facts regarding burning practices of stockmen in the

early part of the century.

Specimens were obtained by cutting radial strips or partial cross

sections from stumps and a downed log. Chainsaws with approximately 2.1 and

1.2 meter bar lengths were used. The tree -ring samples varied in length from

1 to nearly 3 meters. Sections were up to one and one -half meters in width

and 5 to 10 centimeters thick. Approximately 400 kilograms of wood was

shipped by NPS to the Tree -Ring Laboratory for analysis.

Other Tree -Ring Samples

Small remnant pieces of sequoia wood were obtained from many areas within

the Parks and National Forests. These pieces were less than one -half meter

long and usually were fragments laying on the ground in old harvested areas.

Surfaces were prepared on these specimens using razor blades and sand paper

and the dating characteristics were observed while still in the field.

Douglass sequoia chronology was used for crossdating these and all other

specimens.

Experiments were conducted on "in situ" dating of sequoia stumps by

preparing sanded surfaces on old cuts. This was accomplished using a portable

electric generator, beltsanders and a hand held planer. Crossdating of tree -

rings on two different stumps was attempted using this approach. The

objective was to determine if this would be a feasible and efficient way to

obtain fire history information from old stumps.

An increment core collection was obtained from 11 ponderosa and jeffrey

pine growing on Deer Ridge (Lat. 36 deg. 14 min., Long. 118 deg. 42 min.) in

Mountain Home State Forest. This collection was intended to provide a tree -

ring chronology extending to the present that may be used for crossdating,
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comparison with the Douglass sequoia chronology, and possibly future

dendroclimatic investigations.

Increment core collections from four different snags and one downed log

in the Giant Forest were obtained by Park personnel (Nate Stephenson and Diane

Ewell) and were mailed to the Tree -Ring lab. Results of dating work on the

specimens will also be reported here.

Laboratory Analysis - Crossdating

Most of the specimens were further reduced in size by sectioning with a

band saw. The partial sections were then surfaced with belt sanders using

belt grits up to grade 400, which produces a surface with individual cell

walls visible under magnification.

Crossdating techniques were used to determine exact dates of tree -rings

and fire scars (Stokes and Smiley 1968, Dieterich and Swetnam 1984). This was

accomplished by skeleton plotting by hand the ring series along selected radii

on the specimens. After the annual rings were confidently crossdated,

dating marks are placed in the wood along the plotted radii. Then these narks

were transferred to areas adjacent to the fire scars by following the rings

around their circuit to the scarred area. Fire scars were then dated by

observing their position within the exactly dated ring sequence.

Relative positions of fire scars within rings were also noted where

possible. Earlywood scars are defined as lesions that appear within rings and

with growth of earlywood -type cells both before and after the lesion.

Latewood scars are lesions that occur within the band of latewood -type cells

that are typically formed at the end of the growing season. Dormant scars are

lesions that appear right on ring boundaries, with latewood cells before the

lesion and earlywood cells after the lesion.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Observations of Preservation, Distribution and Abundance of Specimens

Giant sequoia stumps and logs are remarkably well preserved, with little

or no decay or fragmentation of the majority of the heartwood portion of trees

that were felled up to 100 years ago. Older logs and snags present on the

surface are also well preserved and should provide extremely useful and

valuable tree -ring and fire scar records (see following section on dating of

snags from Giant Forest). Most or all of the sapwood portion of stumps and

logs harvested over 60 years ago appears to be gone, although some remaining

portions were observed and sampled on fire scar specimens.

Many thousands of stumps are still present in the clear cut areas on

National Forest and other lands outside of the Parks. Some cut over areas,

such as the Converse Basin and Indian Basin (north of the Grant Grove) have

burned subsequent to the major harvesting era (1880s- 1910s) and most stumps in

these areas have been charred to a greater or lesser degree. In general

however, most of the heartwood still remains on these charred stumps and they

contain tree -ring and fire scar records representing many centuries of

environmental history.

Several areas within the Parks were also observed to have an abundance of

stumps with many visible fire scars, particularly the Atwell Grove in the

Mineral King drainage. The primary source of potential tree- ring /fire scar

samples from other areas within the Parks, such as the Giant Forest, are

windfallen trees (logs) and a relatively small number of stumps from trees

that were cut in the past because they were a hazard to visitors. Although

there a limited number of stumps to choose samples from in this area, there

appears to be an adequate number of logs that may be sampled for this purpose.

Actually, windfallen trees with root crowns tipped up in the air have proved

to be good candidates for efficient fire scar sampling because in this
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situation it is easier to buck off cross sections from near the ground level

with a chainsaw than it is to obtain a similar type of sample from an in situ

stump.

An important finding from the sampling of stumps and logs was that fire

scar records seem to be most complete near the approximate ground level of the

stumps. Nearly all of the stumps that were examined showed old fire scars

around the base and lesions were visible on the top surface, even at heights

of three meters or more above ground level. However, the best visible records

(maximum number of scars) were consistently on low cut stumps (less than one

meter from ground level). The best samples were obtained from a log and a

stump where the sample could be easily removed from just above the root crown.

In these cases, relatively few fire scars could be seen on the outer surfaces

(approximately 10), but when the cuts were made three or four times as many

scars were revealed on the inside of the stump. These scars were completely

buried within subsequent centuries of woody growth.

The above observations indicate that many sequoias harbor excellent

records of fire occurrence, even though this evidence may not be visible on

exposed surfaces. Old burned -out concavities are, however, often a good

indication that long records may be contained within the stump or log. One of

the keys to obtaining these records is to take samples at or very near

original ground levels.

Dating Results

General Observations. Good results were obtained in dating virtually all the

specimens that were collected. Douglass" observations that sequoia ring

series crossdate essentially as "a unit" throughout their range in the Sierra

Nevada was re- confirmed. Some dating rork of wood fragments while in the

field also seemed to confirm Douglass" finding that ring series in the



northern groves (Yosemite area and northward) were somewhat different and

crossdated less well with materials from the Sequoia Park area than samples

from .'-fountain Home. This seems reasonable given the relative distances

between these locations. This observation also suggests there may be some

climatic and possibly fire history differences between groves at the northern

and southern extensions of the sequoia range.

While crossdating cross section and increment core samples from sequoia

was successful in nearly all cases, a few limitations and special features are

worth noting. Sequoia ring series are generally of the "complacent" kind,

that is most rings vary only a small amount in width from one year to the

next. This is especially true of ring series from trees growing down within

the shallow basins that are typical of the central portion of many of the

groves. The main difficulty that is posed by ring complacency for the

immediate purpose of dating fire scar specimens is that crossdating is often

difficult to accomplish in such samples, especially if they are short (e.g.,

less that several hundred years in length). Sequoias growing on well drained

ridges or steep slopes, however, can have fairly "sensitive" ring series

characterized by substantial variation in ring widths and excellent cross

matching is observed within and among trees.

It is likely that many of the samples obtained for a large scale and

representative fire history project will of necessity rely on some materials

from basins. The Mountain Home fire scar collection was from a mid- elevation

shallow basin and this area is not as mesic as other locations that will

probably be encountered. For example, specimens from areas adjacent to

montane meadows, such as near Crescent or Log Meadows in the Giant Forest may

show considerably more ring complacency than ring series from Mountain Home.

Although complacency may pose some practical difficulties in extended

fire history studies we are generally confident that dating of logs or other
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remnant sequoia materials will be possible. The main advantage that sequoia

generally provides, even in cases of extreme complacency, is an exceptionally

long record. Thus, in some cases only one to four rings per century are

consistently much smaller than the other rings in the period, but with series

exceeding four centuries definite cross matching with an independent control

chronology can usually be accomplished.

Field Dating of Stumps. Two different stumps at Mountain Home, identified as

MHF 2 and D 40 (originally sampled and dated by Douglass), were surfaced and

annual rings and fire scars visible on their surfaces were successfully dated

while in the field. While this experiment demonstrated that accurate dating

of rings and fire scars of in situ stumps was possible, the general conclusion

has been that this approach alone would be impractical for obtaining detailed

fire history information. The sanding process was time consuming, requiring

approximately one day per stump, and the surfaces were still not optimum for

dating work. The main problem with the original cut surfaces was that

weathering and drying created fairly deep "checking" in the wood, with cracks

extending downward 10 cm or more. Even with finely prepared surfaces

considerable time was spent tracking individual rings across the cracks. This

problem could be avoided by removing the tops of the stumps with chainsaws

then sanding the freshly cut surfaces. However, in cutting off the tops of

stumps it is then quite easy and efficient to simply obtain radial sections to

return to the laboratory for detailed analysis, thus obviating the need for

dating in the field.

Increment Core Collection from Pines. Crossdating of increment cores from

ponderosa and jeffrey pine trees growing in a dry, rocky site at Mountain Home

was not completely successful. Some cores crossdated satisfactorily with a
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pine chronology developed by Douglass from near Springville, California. Most

of the series, however, were not crossdated because of many locally absent

rings and release and suppression growth patterns that were not in common

among the trees. Nevertheless, many of the increment cores had well over 400

rings and it is apparent that crossdating and subsequent development of an

indexed pine chronology from this site would be possible if a better

control chronology were available. Relocation and sampling of Douglass" pine

site near Springville may be attempted to obtain an updated pine chronology.

Special Dating Observations and Dating of Giant Forest Snags. On sanding and

dating the stump labeled MHF 2 it was a surprise to learn that this tree was

quite ancient, and is now the fourth oldest known sequoia stump. The

innermost visible ring dated to approximately 987 B.C. This date is

approximate because field conditions were inadequate for confident dating of

the innermost century. The innermost four or five cm of the pith area was

also fragmented and decayed, so the actual pith date was probably several

decades or more earlier than the 987 B.C. date. Two other stumps dated by

Douglass in the Mountain Home area are probably older - D 23, also known as

the Centennial Stump had an earliest visible ring date of 1122 L'.C., and D 22

had an earliest visible ring date of 1115 B.C. The oldest known stump, D 21,

is located in the Converse Basin. Douglass dated the earliest visible ring on

this stump at 1305 B.C.

Another specimen worthy of note was a small fragment collected from a

low -cut stump located approximately 100 meters northeast of D 22. Based on

the tightness of visible ring growth and the eroded appearance of the outer

portions of the heartwood this stump appeared to be of great age. The cut

surface was less than one _peter from ground level in most places. The cutting

appeared to have been more recent than most of the Mountain Home stumps and
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was done with a chainsaw. We also noted a set of blasting wires emerging from

an auger hole on one side of the stump (which we studiously avoided!). This

specimen has since become known to us as the "Dynamite Tree ". The wood

fragment included rings for the period 716 D.C. to 107 A.D. This piece was

collected from a position at least 30 cm away from the center of the tree and

the innermost rings obtained on the sample are very narrow. It seems possible

that the age of the Dynamite Tree may also be in the 3,000 year range.

Further sampling and dating of this specimen is planned.

The potential for extending the existing 3,200 year Douglass chronology

seems quite good. The Douglass chronology was developed entirely from trees

that died around the turn of the century, but there are many logs and snags in

some areas of sequoia groves that appear to have died decades, if not

centuries before 1900. A very preliminary investigation of the possibilities

of utilizing ring records from subfossil specimens that exist on the surface

was conducted by dating cores from the outer portions of four snags and one

log located in the Giant Forest. Table 1 lists the tree -ring dates resulting

from this analysis.

Good crossdating was observed between Douglass" chronology and the ring

series of three out of five these trees. Even in the case of the other two

trees (SW32 F46 and SW32 M3) tentative crossdating was observed. The outer

portions of several of the cores were also difficult to exactly cross match

with the Douglass chronology because of decay and breakage of rings, and

reduced growth and numerous locally absent rings. Most of the cores were

taken with a 20 -inch increment borer, but several (cores from SW32 M37) were

taken with a 30 -inch borer. The latter set was generally better for

crossdating purposes because the longer series provided additional rings for

verification of the crossdating.
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Table 1. Tree -ring dates from analysis of increment cores from outer portions

of snags and log in Giant Forest. Tree IDs are Sequoia Tree Inventory numbers
provided by the collectors of these samples - Nate Stephenson and Diane Ewell.

Tree ID Innermost Outermost

SW32 F46
(snag)

SW32 F62
(log)

1058+7- 1475+1 -

Core a: 1101 1534

Core b: 1149 1540+

3W32 F72
(snag)

1211 1700+

S ,d3 2 M3

(snag)

1444 +7 - 1393l7-

SW32 M37
(snag)

Core a: 883 1500+

Core b: 1111 1667+

Core c: 251 D.C. 371 A.D.+

Cc lHIent

- dating is uncertain

- very good crossdating

- outermost rings broken

- dating good between 1211 and
1470s, uncertain thereafter

- dating is uncertain

- dating OK 883 -1350, uncertain
thereafter

- dating OK 1111 -1579,
uncertain thereafter

- dating 0; 251 B.0 to 630 A.D.,
uncertain thereafter



It is interesting to note that even the 20 -inch cores included at least

400 rings and that outermost rings dated several or more centuries before the

present. However, it must be kept in mind that among these samples only

specimen SW32 M3 had definite sapwood on the dated core. The number of rings

that might be included in the sapwood of mature sequoias is variable, but from

observations of a number of cores and radial samples (Douglass collection) it

seems that at least one to two centuries of growth can be contained in this

portion of a ring series. Thus, adding at least two hundred years to the

outermost ring dates in Table i would suggest that these trees may have died

as late as the mid -1800s and as early as the late- 1600s.

Additional exploratory dating of sequoia snags is needed. Samples should

include any remnant sapwood. Maximum length coring tools available should

also be used to obtain the specimens. The preliminary work is encouraging

from the point of view that crossdating was generally successful.

Another possible source of sequoia materials for extension of the

existing chronology is buried wood. It was reported to us that the

palynologist Margaret Davis had attempted to secure a core from Crescent

Meadow in the Giant Forest but had encountered difficulties because she kept

hitting buried sequoia logs a few meters below the surface. Many sequoia logs

currently lie across montane meadows within sequoia groves and it seems that

the process of these logs sinking and /or being covered by sediments has been

going on for many thousands of years. Buried wood of other tree species up

to approximately 10,000 years in age are also exposed in a number of widely

distributed montane meadows in the Sierra Nevada (Wood 1975).

While visiting the Neider Grove south of Yosemite National Park we were

told of a head cutting arroyo in a nearby area called California /Nichols

Meadow where exposed sequoia logs could be seen. The outer rings of one

sequoia log exceeding two meters in diameter were recently C1+ dated at 9,d30
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+/- 290 years B.P. Two other C14 dates from other partially buried specimens

of unknown species in this meadow were 10,010 +/- 300 years L.P. and 2,125 +/-

80 years B.P. (DeGraff 1987).

The possibility of obtaining enough buried wood to actually crossdate

with the existing sequoia chronology, or possibly the nearly 9,000 year

bristiecone pine chronology from the White .fountains of California, is most

exciting. This remains only a prospect, however, and much exploration and

testing will be required. Dr. Malcolm Hughes, Director of the Laboratory of

Tree -Ring Research, will be investigating some of these possibilities in the

coming year.

Mountain Home Fire History

Eire scar dates determined from all samples obtained at the Enterprise

Millsite are listed in Table 2. Altogether this history encompasses a period

from 930 B.C. to 1954 A.D. (Note that all B.C. dates listed in this report

are based on Laboratory of Tree -Ring Research convention of assigning a year

"0" [zero] in the time scale. Other disciplines designate the year prior to 1

A.D. as 1 B.C.) A total of 154 fire scar dates are listed in Table 2, but

since many of these dates are replicated by several injuries at different

locations on the samples from individual trees, these dates represent perhaps

two or three times as many observations. In general the process of obtaining

these dates was very time consuming because of 1) the great number of rings

that had to be dated and carefully followed, 2) the highly variable and

distorted growth patterns observed on the cross sections, including growth

surges and suppressions, included bark, and decay, 3) locally absent rings due

to injuries, and 4) individual fire scars on sequoia are often considerably

more difficult to interpret than fire scars observed in other species (this

latter problem will be discussed in some detail in a following section).
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Table 2. Reults of fire scar dating of giant sequoia specimens from Mountain
Home State Forest, Old Enterprise Mill Site. MHF 6 is Pinus lambertiana.
See text for explanation of letters E, L, and D following dates.

Tree ID

Tree -Ring Dates

Fire Scar DatesInnermost Outermost

MHF 1 1520 A.D. 1893 A.D. 1620E, 1759L, 1795 -1796

MHF 2 987 B.C. 1760 + /- A.D. 516+/- B.C., 131E B.C., 83-82 B.C.,
67+/- B.C., 34-33 BC, 213E, 420L,
449E, 471L, 561E, 656L, 729L, 751E,
868D, 967E, 978D, 996E, 1040E,
1297E, 1365L

MHF 3 314 A.D. 1939 A.D. 484L, 503L, 516E, 525E, 536E, 542L,

(bark) 553E, 580L, 597L, 611L, 647E, 667E,
672E, 729E, 745L, 790-791, 807E,
340E, 868E, 879E, 900L, 913L, 931D,
945L, 978L, 996D, 1027L, 1034L,
1067L, 1097L, 1123L, 1155L, 1176E,
1197E, 1220L, 1255L, 1259-1270,
1284E, 1297E, 1333L, 1365L, 1389L,
1399L, 1416E, 1438L, 1450L, 1571-
1572, 1655E, 1705L, 1777E, 1322L,
1841L

_'IHF 4 175 A.D. 1698 A.L. 410L, 442 -443, 468E, 435E, 493E,
527L, 561E, 587L, 626L, 646L, 661E,
681L, 699L, 718E, 729E, 790L, 326L,
859L, 875L, 391 -392, 929E, 950E,
971L, 1015 -1015, 1034E, 1044E,
1090L, 1115E, 1145E, 1132L, 1193E,
1220L, 1253E, 1297E, 1365L, 1338E,
1408E, 1430E, 1442L, 1460L, 1474E,
1500E, 1519E, 1571 -1572, 1592E,

1620E

AHF 5 873 A.D. 1956 A.D. 1131L, 1297E, 1305L, 1307E, 1395L,
(bark) 1460L, 1500E, 1539L, 1593L, 1618E,

1591L, 1724-1725, 1777E, 1812L,
1822L, 1365E, 1873+/-

MHF 6 1610 A.D. 1932 A.D. 1724L, 1750D, 1750E, 1777 -1778,
(near pith) (bark) 1796D, 1322L, 1341 -1342, 1852L,

1387E, 1954E

D 22 1115 B.C. 1393 A.D. 930 B.C., 817 B.C., 784L L.C., 734-
(bark) 733 B.C.,- 324 B.C., 234L ...,,.,

1033L, 1062-1063

D 40 1310 A.D. 1398 A.D. 1536D, 1545L, 1572E, 1592E, 1520L,
(pith) (bark) 1724L, 1750E, 1807E
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Figure 2 illustrates a seven hundred year portion of the Enterprise

Millsite chronology. Many details and peculiarities of the full record are

represented in this illustration, and the following text will describe these

unique aspects. It should be noted that this seven hundred -year period, 900

to 1600 A.D., only covers about one -fourth of the total length of the record

we have obtained so far. While this period is perhaps the best replicated

(highest number of samples consistently recording fires) other portions of the

chronology are nearly as complete and informative (for example the seven

hundred years preceding this section!).

Our general conclusions from examination of this record are (1) the

sequoia fire regime appears to have been relatively patchy on a time scale of

decades, but area -wide fires of greater severity may have occurred on time

scales of centuries, and (2) we feel that additional samples are necessary to

carry our interpretations further. From extensive experience in compiling

similar fire chronology charts from numerous ponderosa pine and mixed -conifer

forests in the Southwestern U.S. (albeit of considerably shorter lengths) our

judgment is that the sample depth included in the chronology shown in Figure 2

is too low to be confident that we have reconstructed a full picture of fire

history during this period at the Enterprise Millsite.

What is observed, for example, is a fairly good correspondence of fire

scar dates for at least eight years during the seven -century period (dates

listed vertically at top of the chart), suggesting that these were area -wide

fires. Other evidence indicates that at least one of these fires, 1297 A.D.,

was vary severe (observations discussed in a following section). Most of the

other fire dates between these possible major fire years were usually non-

synchronous among the representative trees. However, from our past experience

in reconstructing fire histories of surface fires we note that greater sample

depth often reveals that in fact there was less patchiness of burning than
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might be apparent from examination of too few samples. When additional

samples are obtained from the Enterprise Millsite, preferably at least twice

the current number, it is possible that some of the seemingly patchy fires

will be represented on additional trees. If this turns out to be the case, it

would suggest that some of the fires occurring between major, or area -wide

fires, were also fairly widespread but perhaps of lower intensity because

they scarred fewer trees.

Although we feel that detailed quantitative description of the fire

regime and changes observed through time must await the development of a more

complete reconstruction at Mountain Home and other locales, we can offer the

following specific fire interval observations derived from the period

illustrated in Figure 2. Intervals in years between the identified major fire

years, listed at the top of the chart are 49, 55 -56, 253 -264, 68, 95, 40, 71-

72. The mean interval for these major fire years is approximately 92 years.

Intervals between the apparently patchy fires occurring between the major

fires were highly variable. Fire intervals ranged from four examples of

possible consecutive year fires (1033/1034, 1338/1339, 1571/1572, 1592/1593),

to three cases of fire intervals exceeding 30 years (1220 -1255, 35 years;

1333 -1365, 32 years; 1539 -1571, 32 years). The mean fire interval for all

fires from 900 to 1593 is approximately 12.6 years (total of 56 possible fire

years and 55 intervals for a 694 -year period).

We emphasize that these estimates are preliminary and should be

considered with some caution. The intervals and mean values are likely to

change somewhat when additional samples are obtained and dated. For example,

the intervals between so- called major fire years may shorten considerably if

additional fire scar dates are shown to have a high synchrony among an

expanded sample set. Also, with additional samples several of the possible

consecutive year fires may be resolved to fires that actually occurred in only
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one of the two adjacent years. The dating problem in these latter cases, and

cases where fire scar dates are listed with " + / -", or with two possible dates

in Table 2, is generally due to difficulty in determining the position of a

fire scar relative to the two adjacent dated rings. Locally absent rings are

also sometimes associated with the scarring event and this increases the

difficulty of correctly identifying the exact year in which a fire scar should

be dated. We feel that with additional samples and observations many of these

dating questions can be resolved.

Other Evidence of Fire. A variety of other observations of the fire scar and

tree -ring record are included on the fire chronology chart (Figure 2), and

these features illustrate the complementary forms of evidence that need to be

included in our examination of sequoia fire history. In addition to dates of

actual identified fire scars and their relative positions within rings

(letters placed above the arrows) we have included notations of the following

features that provide supportive evidence of fire occurrence:

(1) Resin canals - Also known as "traumatic resin ducts ", these anatomical

features have been recognized as often being associated with injuries to the

cambium of trees in general (Shigo and Marx 1977) and fire scars in particular

(Swetnam 1987). We observed many cases where definite fire scars were present

in sequoia samples and the ring containing the scar, and sometimes the

following ring, also had an abnormal abundance of these resin canals.

(2) Ring separation - These are places where one annual ring has separated

from the previous ring along a zone of weakness. Damaged cells, perhaps by

heating, can often be observed along the edges of the separation. We have

observed several cases where ring separations with no charcoal visible within

the separation occurred in the same ring as a definite fire scar at other
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locations on the same tree. Therefore, it is likely that in many cases these

ring separations are due to cell damage caused by past fires. It seems that

cambial death in these areas was not complete, the bark did not subsequently

slough off, and cambium regenerated in the area.

(3) Injuries of unknown cause - Evidence of cambial death is visible and the

type of subsequent overlapping growth of rings often seen with fire scars is

also present. Because no definite charcoal is visible in the wound the cause

is uncertain.

(4) Growth release - Obvious and abrupt increases in growth were often

observed following definite fire scars. Similar growth releases on specimens

without fire scars are illustrated in Figure 2.

It should be noted that the above non -fire scar features are shown on the fire

chronology chart (Figure 2) only when an actual fire scar was not present at

that date on the particular specimen.

In general, it can be seen that, in the absence of more certain evidence

provided by fire scars, the documentation of these features, which are often

clearly associated with fires, is helpful in identifying past fire occurrence

and possibly fire intensity.

1297 Fire. A very interesting event in the year 1297 A.D. was revealed by

fire scars and observation of a tremendous growth release (Figure 3). Fire

scars in 1297 A.D. were recorded by four of five specimens covering this

period (the exception D 22 has resin canals and a growth release at this year)

(Figure 2). All of the sampled fire scar specimens covering this period show

a very large growth release immediately following 1297 (Figure 3).
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The maximum ring growth during the release period is over 200% of the

100 -year average ring growth prior to the fire (over 300% in some specimens).

The growth release is so visually obvious and striking, even on unsanded

surfaces, that we suspect its presence on stumps could be noted and used as a

dating signature in the field, and perhaps also as a means of roughly

identifying the areal extent of the disturbance that caused it (this

investigation is planned).

Additionally, we have noted that among the 16 sequoia stumps that

Douglass sampled, dated, and measured from Mountain Home, eight of nine trees

which established before 1200 exhibit the post -1297 growth release, and six of

the remaining seven trees apparently germinated within twenty years following

the 1297 event. Pith dates of the younger trees varied from 1300 to 1327.

Considering that the Douglass samples came from stump tops that were usually

cut at least a meter above the present ground level, it is likely that

germination followed the 1297 event very closely.

It seems that climate may also be partly responsible for the increased

growth rate and successful tree establishment in the early 1300s because a

bristlecone pine chronology from the White Mountains of California also shows

increased growth during this period. However, the pines do not show increased

growth until after 1310, whereas almost all of the Mountain Home sequoias show

an immediate and much more pronounced growth release after 1297. Both

Douglass" chronology and Huntington's 3,200 year sequoia growth curve show a

large growth increase after the year 1300 (Huntington 1914, Schulman 1955).

Since many of Douglass" and Huntington's series came from Mountain '-iome it is

difficult to determine how much of this effect is due to the abrupt growth

release we have observed that seems to be due to the effects of severe fire.

We also note that several other periods of especially high sequoia growth are
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visible in both the Huntington and Douglass series over the last two thousand

years including periods around 1000 A.D., 600 A.D., and 300 A.D..

Although it seems very likely that the 1297 fire was responsible for the

immediate and abrupt growth release, details of the mechanism of this effect

are as yet unclear. We hypothesize that the growth release is a result of a

substantial thinning, i.e., fire caused mortality of many trees. We also note

that pre -1297 growth rates in some samples are markedly low with little ring -

width variation (see MHF 43 in Figure 3). This suggests that these trees were

in a competitive situation of a closed canopy forest that was limiting to

growth. The many large stumps remaining from the harvesting era and the still

living nature sequoias at the site indicate that many sequoias survived the

1297 fire. Thus, one possible scenario would be an intense fire in a fairly

dense stand of understory trees, perhaps composed of sugar pine and firs,

beneath a mature sequoia stand. The fire may have killed a large proportion

of the understory trees and possibly also some larger sequoia. Mortality of

trees and opening of the forest canopy would be consistent with both the

observed growth release in survivors and the establishment of another large

cohort of sequoias.

Additional tree -ring /fire scar samples, observations of the spatial

distribution of the post -1297 growth release, and study of the age structure

of living and dead sequoias on the site should provide a clearer picture of

the these historical events and their significance.

Seasonality of Past Fires. The relative position of fire scars within rings

was somewhat difficult to interpret. This was partly because sequoia ring

widths are often small (one half millimeter or less) and the latewood band is

usually quite thin, as compared to ponderosa pine for example. Thus it was

hard to see just where an injury was positioned within the small rings. In
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cases of scars that were positioned near ring boundaries it was difficult to

determine if the lesion was within the latewood of one year or located on the

boundary of that ring and the ring of the following year. In many cases it

was simply not possible to determine with any certainty the fire scar

position. In nearly all seasonal determinations (listed in Table 2) two

dendrochronologists examined the scars and arrived at a consensus where

possible.

The proportion of fire scars (Table 2) occurring within three general

zones of the annual ring were as follows: 43.9% latewood scars, 39.0%

earlywood scars, 4.3% dormant season scars (on ring boundary between earlywood

of one year and latewood of previous year). The relative position of the

remaining 12.3% of the fire scars could not be determined due to compressed

rings, decay, or other problems. Among only the scars whose position could be

identified the percentages are 50.3, 44.7, and 5.0 respectively for latewood,

earlywood and dormant season scars.

The season of historical "natural" fires has important implications for

fire ecology and management within sequoia forests since the season of past

fires may have had significant influences on fire intensity, fuel consumption

and the response of plant species. Further study of possible change in the

distribution of position - (seasonality) of fire scars through time is also

possible. This type of analysis could reveal effects of changing climate on

the fire regime. Additional information is needed, however, on the cambial

phenology of sequoia. For example, we need improved knowledge of the cambial

growing season of sequoia and how it is dependent on year -to -year

meteorological conditions.
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SUMMARY

This study has demonstrated that fire history of giant sequoia groves is

well preserved within remnant stumps and logs and this history can be feasibly

and practically reconstructed using dendrochronological dating techniques.

Strategies for sampling and dating tree-ring/fire scar materials from a broad

range of sequoia groves has been planned and proposed in a large scale three -

year project (Swetnam 1987).

Specific findings of this feasibility study are listed below. The

individual findings refer back to original questions posed in the proposal for

the feasibility study, which were restated in the introduction to this report.

1. Old stumps and logs remaining from past timber harvesting and from natural

mortality are generally well preserved. The sapwood portion of these remnants

is usually gone, but the majority of the tree -ring record is still present.

These records include at least the past one thousand -years of fire history,

and in some areas it may be possible to develop records that exceed two

thousand years. The stumps and logs can be sampled most efficiently with

large chainsaws. Sections from near ground level include the most fire

history information.

2. Crossdating of tree -rings in giant sequoia remnants was feasible and

practical in almost all cases. Nearly all giant sequoia tree -ring series

collected so far were successfully crossdated with A. E. Douglass' 3,200 year

chronology. In some cases matching of ring patterns in collected samples was

very straightforward and relatively easy. In other cases some difficulties

were encountered. These difficulties were usually due to ring complacency,

local absence of rings that may have been related to fire scarring, and

distortion of ring series, especially in the lower portions of stumps around
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the fire scarred areas. Typically, with series exceeding four centuries these

problems can be overcome.

3. The combined records from six sequoia trees (Figure 2) suggests that most

fires were relatively patchy within areas, but area -wide fires occurred at

longer intervals. This pattern is suggested by non -synchronous scarring among

the trees during some periods interspersed by fires that were recorded by

several, or most of the trees. Our assessment of the combined record obtained

so far is that it is too incomplete to be certain that the above patterns are

genuine features of the fire regime, therefore the above observations are

preliminary. We plan to at least double the sample size at the Enterprise

Millsite in order to improve the resolution and clarity of the fire history

reconstruction. We are generally encouraged by the quality of the fire scar

record in sequoia. In particular, the fire scar record in some specimens

during certain time periods (sometimes lasting centuries) seems to be as

consistent and complete as we have seen in any other tree species that records

surface fires in this manner. Overall, we are confident that high resolution

fire occurrence records of unprecedented length are obtainable.

4. One sub -objective of the initial proposal was to test the comparability of

fire scarring in sequoia and other species such as pine and fir. However,

only one sugar pine fire scar specimen was obtained from Enterprise Nillsite

because of a general lack of fire scarred stumps of non -sequoia species within

this grove. This specimen included a fire scar record covering the nineteenth

century, which is generally a period of poor coverage by sequoia samples

obtained so far. Thus, this objective was not met. Further efforts at

obtaining a collection of fire scarred pine within groves where fire scarred

sequoia are also sampled is planned.
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5. Based on assessments of the combined records of samples obtained so far,

it seems that ten to twenty different sequoias need to sampled within a given

site in order to obtain a reasonably complete record. The actual sample size

needed will be greater if larger areas than the Enterprise Millsite

are studied.

6 -7. The proposal for a larger study (Swetnam 1987) lists candidate areas and

groves for detailed fire history investigations. These areas and groves

include Mountain Home, Atwell, Giant Forest, Redwood Mountain, Converse Basin,

Muir, Helder, and Mariposa. Additional areas will also be explored and

considered for sampling on National Forest, Bureau of Land Management, or

State lands where numerous stumps from past cutting are present. The proposal

also describes in detail various strategies and approaches for obtaining fire

history information from selected areas.

Additional observations of the unique characteristics of the Enterprise

Millsite fire history include the following points:

1. Fire scar dates spanning a period of over 2,500 years were obtained from

eight fire scarred trees. The best replication among the samples is for the

period covering approximately the last 1,000 years.

2. Fire intervals in the period 900 to 1600 A.D. range from four possible

cases of consecutive -year fires (i.e., 1 -year interval) to three cases of

intervals exceeding 30 years. These are preliminary estimates because

additional samples are needed.

3. Relative position of fire scars within sequoia tree rings can be observed

with some difficulty. Additional observations are needed, but findings from

analyzed specimens were 43.9% latewood scars, 39.0% earlywood scars, 4.3%

dormant scars, and 12.8% undetermined. With improved knowledge of the cambini
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phenology of sequoia it may be possible to interpret the portion of the

growing season when past fires occurred.

4. A very large growth release is observed in trees sampled from Mountain

Home immediately following a 1297 A.D. fire event. Most sampled trees that

established following 1297 did so within one or two decades of this event.

This evidence suggests that an intense fire in 1297 resulted in substantial

mortality of competing trees, followed by recruitment of a relatively even -

aged cohort of sequoias.
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